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in addition to the pc and android version, the game is now available on
playstation network. bring the locoroco to life in this exhilarating racing
game and play through 4 tracks in different vehicles: car, dragon, tram

and helicopter. if you have a psp-2000, then this is one of the best games
you can have on your psp, as you play through the story mode you can

earn medals and unlock the hidden modes, unlike other racing games on
the psp, this game features great graphics, awesome sound, plus a host of
racing features. the star of the game is the new character, hes a pre-teen

kid who goes to a school called wizard city, the school is filled with all
sorts of weird and wild creatures, the main character must defeat them to

gain the powers of the ninja and get some answers. a weapons-based
fighter game for the psp system, marvel versus capcom 2 features
characters from both the marvel and capcom universes. the game

features 16 playable characters, each with a unique fighting style and
special attacks. battle your way through an original storyline that features
a wide variety of environments including a futuristic city, sci-fi base and a
medieval castle. two-player action is possible via the use of a link cable or

wireless adapter. this game was released about two weeks ago and
already they have a good sales record, its an adventure game based on
the concept of going back in time and witnessing events that took place,

the game features a wide variety of characters including the main
character, a time traveller, and their daughter, these characters come

from different time periods in history.
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iron man 2 (sometimes
shortened to iron man

2) is a 2008 action-
adventure video game

based on the film of the
same name as well as
the classic iterations of

the character. the
game is published by

sega, and was released
on playstation 3, xbox

360 (developed by
secret level),
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playstation 2,
playstation portable,

nintendo ds, wii,
microsoft windows

(developed by artificial
mind and movement)
and mobile platforms.
the supervillains in the

game includes
blacklash, controller,
titanium man, melter,

and iron monger. a
significant feature has

robert downey, jr.,
terrence howard and
shaun toub reprising
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their roles from the
film. the objective of
the game is to follow

the story of tony stark
and fight against the
antagonists: the ten
rings terrorist group,
the maggia, and the

advanced a.i.m. forces.
the game is set in
2007, and features

main characters such
as pepper potts, james
rhodes and rhodey as
playable characters. a
significant feature has
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robert downey, jr.,
terrence howard and
shaun toub reprising
their roles from the

film. players return to
the helicarrier and iron

man suits, to face a
new threat: the

reanimated hydra. as
they work to repel the
hydra’s counter-attack,
they face new foes in
the form of new stark
technologies and take
on the hydra’s leader,

baron von strucker, and
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his right-hand-man, the
new red skull. it was set
in 1970, the game will
be the missing link in

the ongoing metal gear
saga, as players will

learn more about
returning characters
such as para-medic,
major zero and sigint

and also witness naked
snakes greatest

tragedy, a loss that
sets into motion the
events of upcoming
games to the metal
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gear solid franchise. full
of voiceovers

cinematics, performed
by returning cast from

mgs3 snake eater.
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